
Understand 
Your Subscribers
Start with Actionable Insight

How do you run more targeted,
successful campaigns?

Segment and target subscribers based on their actual 
usage patterns

Getting to know your subscribers – truly understanding 
their behaviors, preferences, needs and concerns – is the 
first step in building meaningful relationships that last.  
You can glean some insight from surveys and call 
feedback, and you most likely have systems in place that 
provide vast amounts of data and analytics. But there’s a 
catch.

The biggest challenge for many service providers today is 
not the quantity of the data. It’s the inability to access and 
translate the subscriber data and network analytics into 
effective, actionable insights that can drive more informed 
decisions – and in turn, help increase subscriber loyalty. 

This may be caused by a lack of licenses or skill sets. The 
data you need may be in disparate systems and/or in 
different formats. The bottom line is that all the data in the 
world won’t help you build lasting relationships if you can’t 
access it or understand it. 

There is a solution. 

Calix Marketing Cloud, a subscription-based platform, 
delivers powerful insights into the online behavior of your 
subscribers and correlates the data with line of business 
systems – giving you both the information and insight you 
need to achieve your marketing objectives. 



Benefit From:
nn Increased ARPU

nn Lower Churn

nn Improved marketing campaign effectiveness

nn Greater visibility into customer behaviors

nn Improved subscriber satisfaction

Key Features:
nn Powerful, actionable insights into subscriber behavior

nn Built-in segment reports and capability to quickly generate 
data for campaigns

nn Powerful self-serve customization capabilities

nn Customer Adoption and Success program to fast-track your 
success and ensure ROI

Valuable data:  
Unlocked and delivered 
to your desktop  
Calix Marketing Cloud helps you:

Gain more actionable insights – no data scientist required. 
Calix Marketing Cloud quickly and simply transforms raw 
data or research into subscriber behavior insights. Our task- 
oriented dashboards make it easy to read and understand. 
You’ll also gain a multi-view into your subscribers’ behaviors 
from qualitative and quantitative data provided by network 
transactions, all within one intuitive, easy-to-use interface. 

Reduce churn by identifying at-risk subscriber behavior. 
Untapped data provides information such as types of services 
accessed, bandwidth usage, activity patterns and peak times. 
You’ll be able to use past subscriber behavior to better  
predict future behavior and identify at-risk subscribers faster.  

Increase engagement and loyalty. Calix Marketing Cloud 
transforms data into subscriber personas that enable  
you to create highly targeted and personalized ads, email  
campaigns and offers. This enables you to optimize your 
marketing programs and generate higher ROI while using 
personalized communications to build stronger relationships 
that are easier to upsell and retain. Time and resources are 
reduced with faster, more accurate audience-building,  
resulting in higher conversion rates and less churn. 

Increase loyalty to your brand with more  
effective marketing campaigns throughout 
your subscriber lifecycle. 
For more information, please visit:  
Calix.com/calix_cloud/marketing-cloud
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